Coordinate transformations for hand-guided saccades.
Relatively little is known about the role of proprioception in eye-hand coordination. In a previous article (Ren et al. J Neurophysiol 96:1464-1477, 2006), we observed anisotropic (direction-dependent) saccade overshoots to hand-held targets during active, but not passive hand movements. We hypothesized that these errors arose from a limb-centered anisotropic efference copy which was transformed (uncompensated) into head coordinates for saccade control. Here, we tested this hypothesis and the role of head orientation signals in this transformation, by dissociating limb coordinates from head coordinates. Twelve human subjects made saccades to hand-held targets actively placed at eight radial locations on a frontally placed table in a dark room with four conditions: (1) right hand (body and head centered), (2) left hand (body and head centered), (3) right hand (head tilted counter-clockwise), (4) right hand (head tilted clockwise). In condition 1, we observed the same anisotropic pattern of overshooting errors-approximately along the axis of the forearm-that we reported previously. Overall, these amplitude errors were much smaller for the left hand. However, the anisotropic pattern was observed for both hands, but reversed symmetrically between the right versus left hand. Head tilt did not cause any systematic errors in saccade direction. Moreover, during head tilt, the anisotropic amplitude errors-while showing some distortions-did not rotate with the head. These findings suggest that transformations of somatosensory information into oculomotor coordinates account for head orientation, and that the anisotropic amplitude errors in hand-guided saccades arise in limb coordinates.